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Hybrid intelligent translation

mechanism based on multi source

fuzzy information

Li Zhang1

Abstract. To improve performance of hybrid intelligent translation system, a hybrid intelli-
gent translation mechanism based on multi-source fuzzy message is presented. Objective function
is built in training with word-level semantic error, monolingual phrase/semantic error of rule, and
bilingual phrase/semantic error of rule. Besides, a consideration is given to aligning message in
a way that guides training of feature fusion of layered, multi-source and fuzzy message. During
decoding, semantic vectors of some translation results are generated so as to finally obtain se-
mantic relation between sentences. In this way, semantic message can be added into grammatical
structure and a lack of semantic message about original layered model is overcome. Experimental
result of such model shows effectiveness of layered machine translation model for feature fusion of
multi-source fuzzy message.
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1. Introduction

Modeling for difference between word orders of source language and target lan-
guage is a main issue of statistical machine translation study. In statistical machine
translation model based on phrase, phrase pair serves as a basic translation unit and
phenomena of local hybrid intelligent translation mechanism are recorded automati-
cally. However, there is a lack of effective description of phenomena of long-distance
hybrid intelligent translation mechanism. To address problems of long-distance hy-
brid intelligent translation mechanism, researchers have made many trials and pre-
sented different methods. For example, Xiong et al presented lexicalized hybrid
intelligent translation mechanism model based on maximum entropy and better de-
scribed word order by means of lexical message. Chiang et al considered modeling for
hybrid intelligent translation mechanism by means of layered structure of language.
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Between language pairs with a significant difference in word order, for example,
English of S-V-O structure and Japanese of S-O-V structure, problems of long-
distance hybrid intelligent translation mechanism are more prominent and hard to
be addressed in translation system based on phrase. In grammatical system based
on syntax, for example, Liu et al directly put message about syntax tree of source
language in translation model, which is able to describe long-distance hybrid intel-
ligent translation mechanism to a certain extent. However, problems, such as an
enormous number of translations rules and long time of translation and decoding,
are brought to translation model. Another method is called pre-hybrid intelligent
translation mechanism, where sentences input in source language are adjusted, with
message about vocabulary or syntax in source language section, to be in word order
close to target language before translation and decoding and then a standard ma-
chine translation system based on phrase is used to translate sentences after hybrid
intelligent translation mechanism. By this method of pre-hybrid intelligent trans-
lation mechanism, message about vocabulary or syntax in source language can be
effectively used to help address problems of hybrid intelligent translation mecha-
nism on the one hand; conciseness of translation system based on phrases is kept on
the other hand. Such methods has better effects in practice. Main work based on
pre-hybrid intelligent translation mechanism includes Tromble, Eisner and etc.

On the basis of the study orientation pre-hybrid intelligent translation mecha-
nism, a pre-hybrid intelligent translation mechanism model for statistical machine
translation based on multi-source fuzzy message is presented in this paper. A method
of multi-source fuzzy message language model is used to abstractly represent learn-
ing vocabulary in unlabeled text; then this vocabulary representation is combined
with other features by a multi-layer multi-source fuzzy message and integrated into
a linear sequence model. We obtain training sample required for word order model
from bilingual parallel corpus aligned automatically or aligned with manual annota-
tion and differentiate training by random gradient descent. To verify effectiveness
of this method, we have performed a test in machine translation task from Chinese
to English and from Japanese to English. The test result show, in comparison with
baseline system, pre-hybrid intelligent translation mechanism model, based on multi-
source fuzzy message and presented in this paper, is able to improve performance of
machine translation system remarkably in test data set.

2. Machine translation model for multi-source fuzzy message

2.1. System framework

This translation model is established in an idea of modularization, of which the
advantage is that role of each module played in translation can be better measured.
And joint training is performed during training so as to reflect importance of each
module. Numerous symbolic representations are involved in this paper: bold stan-
dardized form stands for vector and matrix; (F , E) stands for sentences in training
corpus; (f , e) stands for phrase/rule extracted from training corpus. To differentiate
phrases and words in rule part, phrases are presented in capital letters with sub-
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script and words are presented in phrases of small standardized form. For example,
Fi stands for the phrase in ith location and Fi stands for the word in ith location.

Data preprocessing in Fig.1 includes monolingual preprocessing and bilingual pre-
processing. Phrases and rules are extracted. Word vectors generated from trained,
circulating and multi-source fuzzy message are input into algorithm in this paper for
training. Number of layers of multi-source fuzzy message training part is the same as
height of derivation tree generated from sentences (medium layers are replaced with
ellipsis). Training part mainly includes two parts: auto-encoder based on phrase
and rule.

 
  Fig. 1. Translation framework of multi-source fuzzy message system

Description of overall system training framework is to firstly extract phrases/rules
of each sentence pair by preprocessing, obtain initial vector representation of mono-
lingual words by the preprocessing stage, then put vector representation (namely
overlapped part between two multi-source fuzzy messages) of these monolingual
words in layered recursive multi-source fuzzy message in a way that obtains final
semantic vector representation zf , ze, and measure similarity between phrase and
rule by means of inner product 〈zf , ze〉.

In this model, modeling for bilingual sentence in training corpus is divided into
two parts in general: obtaining word vector by the preprocessing stage and putting
obtained word vector in algorithm model in this paper. In algorithm model in
this paper, auto-encoders are divided into two types, based on phrase and based on
rule. In each auto-encoder, monolingual auto-encoder and bilingual auto-encoder are
included. In the process of training, firstly, layer-by-layer pre-training is conducted
for each monolingual auto-encoder by adopted method; next, training is conducted
for bilingual auto-encoder; in the end, joint training is conducted so as to balance
importance of each part.
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2.2. Semantic vector

(1) Auto-encoder based on phrase. Three encoders of feature fusion of multi-
source fuzzy information are used and they are respectively auto-encoder of source
language and target language and auto-encoder with source language as input and
target language as output. Alignment relation between phrases is described in lower
part of Fig. 2 and different projection/transformation matrix and semantic vector
are explained in Section 3.3; recursive encoder of different structure of target/source
language is generated according to alignment result of words in the phrase and
semantic vector recovered from auto-encoding part of f1 is denoted as f ′1 and the
others are similar to it. Empty words are sent to multi-source fuzzy information
together with neighboring words for training. These nodes are added to deduction
trees to obtain layered information; it will not affect deduction result and it only
increases layers of deduction tree on the side of source/target language. Different
vector forms are indicated with different gray degrees; layers with gray degree will
not be added in training part without supervision and the layers need to be added
in parts with supervision because these layers are layered structure of modeling
translation.

 
  

Fig. 2. model structure diagram in the model of pre mixed intelligent translation
mechanism

(2) Auto-encoder based on rules. Rule pair is obtained based on extracting
phrase pair in double sentence pair and rule pair with alignment information is sent
to auto-encoder based on rules to calculate its similarity degree; similarity degree
will be trained as a part of training target function so as to regulate parameter
matrix in rule pair. Word embeddings obtained in training in pretreatment phase
and phrase embeddings generated by auto-encoder based on phrases are embedded
as input and output rules. Fig. 3 is used to better understand auto-encoding process
of overall sentences.
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 Fig. 3. Alignment relation of auto-encoder of rule grade

3. Message fusion for same features of different machine
translation languages

3.1. Fusion function

Suppose there are N mechanical translation languages and m features are ex-
tracted from data measured in each mechanical translation language; there are k
types of word and subordinating degree function of different mechanical translation
languages of a certain feature belonging to all word types can be indicated in the
following matrix form:

µ =


µ11(x1) µ12(x1) · · · µ1K(x1)
µ21(x1) µ22(x1) · · · µ2K(x1)

...
...

. . .
...

µN1(x1) µN2(x1) · · · µNK(x1)

 . (1)

µNK(xN ) Indicates subordinating degree function that certain feature of Nth
mechanical translation language belong to the kth type of words. Subordinating
degree that a certain feature belongs to different words in the same word mode for
the ith mechanical translation language and the jth mechanical translation language
reflects the degree it belongs to certain kind of words; if the two mechanical transla-
tion languages mutually support each other, then difference between subordinating
degree is surely very small. So, deviation size among subordinating degrees can
be used to measure the degree for all mechanical translation languages to support
each other. Euclidean distance is introduced to define the distance between two
mechanical translation languages.

dij =
√

(µi − µj)(µi − µj)T . (2)

µi, µj Are line vectors composed by the ith line and the jth line of subordinating
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matrix and they are vectors composed by subordinating degrees that a certain fea-
ture of the ith mechanical translation language and the jth mechanical translation
language belongs to all words; it is obtained that upon substitution:

dij =

√√√√ K∑
k=1

(µik(xi)− µjk(xj))2) . (3)

Where, µik(xi) refers to the membership degree to which a entropy value of
machine-translated language i belongs to the word k, µjk(xj) is the membership
degree to which a entropy value of machine-translated language j belongs to the
word k, dij means the confidence distance measure, indicating the differences in the
characteristics of machine-translated languages, and 0 ≤ dij ≤ 1. The greater the
dij is, the lower the degree to which the ith machine-translated language is supported
by the jth machine-translated language will be, otherwise, the support degree will
be higher. The fusion function of two machine-translated languages is defined as
follows:

rij = 1− dij . (4)

So the degree to which the ith machine-translated language is supported by the
jth machine-translated language can be expressed as the fusion function, and many
machine-translated languages can form the fusion matrix:

r =


r11 r12 · · · r1N

r21 r22 · · · r2N

...
...

. . .
...

rN1 rN2 · · · rNN

 . (5)

Given that s = [s1, s2, · · · , sN ]T is the fusion vector of machine-translated lan-
guage recognized by all other machine-translated languages, we can select the mini-
mum value of fusion determination of fusion between other machine-translated lan-
guages and the ith machine-translated language to ensure the maximum reliability,
namely:

si = min(ri1, ri2, · · · , riN ) . (6)

Where, si is degree to which the ith machine-translated language is integrated
by all other machine-translated languages, and the following result can be obtained
after substituting formula (4) and (5):

si = min(1−

√√√√ K∑
k=1

(µik(xi)− µjk(xj))2), j = 1, 2, . . ., N . (7)
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3.2. Information fusion between different machine-
translated languages

During the fusion of the same features of different machine-translated languages,
we can assume that the weight coefficient vector is as follows to reflect the different
proportion of different machine-translated languages in the fusion:

q = [q1, q2, · · · , qN ]
T
. (8)

In formula (7), greater si indicates the higher degree to which the ith machine-
translated language recognized by other machine-translated languages and its large
weigh in the process of fusion, otherwise, the weight will be small. Therefore, we
assume that weight coefficient of the ith machine-translated language can be deter-
mined by the proportion of si in the total fusion, namely:

qi = si/

N∑
i=1

si . (9)

In this way, the membership vector of the different machine-translated languages
fused is as follows:

β = ηT .q = [β1, β2, · · · , βK ] (10)

Wherein, βK is the membership degree to which this feature belongs to the K-
type of words after fusion, of which value is:

βK =

N∑
i=1

(µik(xi).qi) . (11)

Fusion of a feature of different machine-translated languages is completed with
the above methods. Similarly, other features can be fused to obtain the fusion results
of other features of different machine-translated languages.

3.3. Evidence theory

Evidence theory is based on a nonempty set Θ, and this set is known as a recog-
nition framework. It consists of a number of mutually exclusive and exhaustive
elements, including all the current objects to be identified, which is marked as
Θ = {θ1, θ2, θ3, ..., θn}. Each subset A of Θ belongs to the power set 2Θ, and a
value can be assigned to be called the basic trust distribution.

Definition: the basic trust distribution function (mass function) m is a map from
the set 2Θ to [0, 1], A denotes any a subset of recognition framework Θ, marked as
A ⊆ Θ and meeting m(φ) = 0,

∑
A⊂Θ

m(A) = 1. Then m(A) is called the basic trust

distribution function of event A.
The basic trust distribution function represents the degree to which evidence

supports the occurrence of event A but does not support any proper subset of A;
If m(A) > 0, then A is called the focal element of evidence, and the set of all focal
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elements is called the kernel.
Assume that BEL1 and BEL2 are two trust functions on the same recognition

frame U , m1 and m2 are their corresponding basic trust distribution functions re-
spectively. The focal elements are A1, · · · , Ak and B1, · · · , Br, and assume:

L =
∑

Ai∩Bj=φ

m1(Ai)m2(Bj) < 1 .

Then BPAF is after evidence fusion:

m(C) =


∑

Ai∩Bj=C

m1(Ai)m2(Bj)

1− L
∀C ⊂ U C 6= φ

0 C 6= φ

(12)

Wherein, L is the conflict factor, reflecting the degree of evidence conflict, 1/(Lt1)
is called the normalization factor and its role is to avoid assignment of non-zero trust
into the empty set during the integration. This combination rule is equivalent to
distributing an empty set (conflict) to each set in the same proportion in a combi-
nation. For a combination of multiple evidences, this combination rule can be used
to fuse evidences in pairs.

3.4. Identification of word types with evidence theory

For machine translation, the corresponding basic trust distribution functions are
m1, m2, ... , mM since M-type features are extracted, and each type of feature
corresponds to the same K-type words. Therefore, so is the focal element of the
basic trust distribution function which is set as A1, · · · , Ak. Then the conflict factor
L can be turned into:

L =
∑
i6=j

m1(Ai)m2(Aj) < 1 .

Then BPAF is after evidence fusion:

m(Ai) =

∑
m1(Ai)m2(Ai)

1− L
i = 1, 2, ...,K . (13)

The value of the basic trust distribution function can be obtained by transforming
the fused membership value, which can be determined by the following formula for
meeting

∑
m(Ai) = 1.

mr(Ai) = β
(r)
i /

K∑
i=1

β
(r)
i . (14)

Where, mr(Ai) is the basic trust distribution function to which feature r belongs
to word type i, r = 1, 2, . . . , M, i = 1, 2, . . . , K. β(r)

i is the membership value to
which feature r belongs to word type i, which is obtained with the method mentioned
in the first section. Because there are many types of features, the combination rules
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can be used to fuse the features in pairs, resulting in a trust distribution function
m(Ai) finally belonging to each word type. If m(Ak) = maxm(Ai), the word type
will be determined to be the kth type.

4. Experimental analysis

4.1. Experimental data set

In this experiment, English translation task is completed in NIST, and the train-
ing corpuses LDC2000T50, LDC2002L27, LDC2002E18, LDC2003E4, LDC2005T10,
LDC2005T83, LDC 2006E85 and LDC2007T09 are used. Bilingual corpus contains
0.99M sentence pairs, 31.3M Chinese words and 32.4M English words. The language
mode is trained with the target languages of Uigaword corpus and bilingual training
corpus, and bilingual corpus is filtered by feature decay algorithm. NIST02 is used
in the development set and NIST05, NIST06 and NIST08 are used in the test set.

The preprocessing of bilingual corpus includes Chinese word segmentation using
the maximum entropy model and English word segmentation using tokenizes.perl
(http://www. statmt. org). In this paper, Berkeley LM tool is used to train a
5-meta language model, and the bilingual alignment is performed using GIZA +
and then many-to-many word alignment is complted using Urow-Diag-Final-And
heuristic rule. The case-insensitive 5-meta BLEU is used to evaluate the quality
of the generated translation results, statistical significance test is performed on the
translation results by re-sampling. The open-source system Thrax based on Hadoop
technology is used for phrase extraction, and decoder adopts the decoding part of
Joshua 5.0, a hierarchical translation model open-source system.

4.2. Result analysis

(1) Influence of semantic characteristics: to compare influence of semantic vector
on translation performance and effectiveness of hierarchical multi-source fuzzy in-
formation, two baseline systems in the part are adopted: baseline 1 without adding
any semantic characteristics and baseline 2 without adopting hierarchical modeling.
Realization process of baseline 2 is basically the same with algorithm in the Paper
and alignment is not taken into consideration during training to guide hierarchi-
calization of phrase/rule of source language and target language side; phrase/rule
semantic vectors are established by adopting source language and target language
from left to right; at the same time, baseline 2 also includes similarity characteris-
tics of bilingual semantics. To verify effectiveness of characteristics, we add bilingual
characteristics: similarity characteristics of bilingual semantics (bssm) and sensibil-
ity characteristics of bilingual semantics (bssn); add monolingual characteristics:
monolingual semantic similarity characteristics (mssm) and monolingual semantic
sensibility characteristics (mssn). Bold characters mean that it is superior to base-
line system under verification index (pG0.05).

Corresponding experiment results have been provided in Table 1 and ALL shows
that all test language materials are put together; it is found out that performance
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of baseline 2 is basically the same with baseline 1 and semantic information is not
obtained basically to strengthen translation result. Result of algorithm in the Pa-
per has improved 1.31, 0.9, 0. 85 and 1.56 BLEU scores respectively on 3 test sets
and ALL compared with baseline 2, which has shown importance of alignment in-
formation in model establishment process. It is also found that bilingual semantic
characteristics and bilingual sensibility degree characteristics have exerted influence
during translation and bilingual semantic characteristics are more important, while
bilingual semantic characteristics and bilingual sensibility characteristics fail to exert
influence on translation performance of monolingual semantic similarity character-
istics (mssm) and monolingual semantic sensibility characteristics (mssn); therefore,
it also shows that algorithm model in the Paper adding bilingual semantic charac-
teristics and bilingual sensibility characteristics are complementary with hierarchical
phrase translation, which has embodied importance of semantic characteristics.

Table 1. Influence of different semantic characteristics

Methods NIST05 NIST06 NISTO8 ALL
baseline1 35.98 33.88 30.17 35.12
baseline2 36.02 34.22 30.17 35.27

(bssm) Algorithm in the Paper (bssm) 36.82 35.83 30.80 36.22

(bssm+bssn) Algorithm in the Paper
(bssm+bssn) 37.22 35.09 31.02 36.82

(bssm+bssn+mssm+mssn) Algorithm
in the Paper (bssm+bssn+mssm+mssn) 37.33 35.12 31.02 36.83

To explore influence of semantic vector dimension on translation performance,
experiment has been designed for taking different values for semantic vectors dimen-
sion n = 50, 100, 200. n = 50 is result in algorithm in the Paper (bssm+ bssn+
mssm+ mssn), which has been shown in Table 1 and will not be listed again. In
Table 2, it is seen that result performance of the algorithm model adding bilingual
and monolingual semantic characteristics is superior to baseline 1 and baseline 2 no
matter what value n is taken; at the same time, when n = 100, it has reaches best
performance, 0.22, 0.54, 0.64 and 0.28BLEU scores have been improved respectively
on 3 test sets, that is to say, n = 100 can better distinguish good and bad translation
results.

Table 2. Influence of semantic vector dimension on translation performance

Method n NIST05 NIST06 NISTO8 ALL

Algorithm of the Paper
100 37.55 35.64 31.66 37.11
200 37.52 35.52 34.64 37.08

(2) Influence of monolingual/ bilingual automatic coders on phrase reconstruc-
tion. To compare mono-lingual phrase embedding (Mono-lingual Phrase Embed-
ding) and bilingual phrase embedding (Bilingual Phrase Embedding), phrases are
respectively written into MPE and BPE in the following experiments. Basic method
of mono-lingual phrase embedding is to implement no supervision training to bilin-
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gual semantic vector calculation; for inner product calculation similarity of generated
mono-lingual phrase embedding, Table 3 has provided analysis on English phrase
that causes performance difference; top three numerical values of mono-lingual simi-
larity has been listed and it is found out that meaning of phrases generated by MPE
are closer to surface meaning, while phrases generated by BPE have profound mean-
ing, which shows that BRE can better master phrase meaning by source language.

Table 3. Difference and similarity of bilingual phrase embedding and mono-lingual phrase
embedding

Phrase MPE HPE

work for the government
1.do for the office
2.work in the government
3.do and work in the office

1.work for the official
2.do something for the government
3.do things in the government

an office worker
1.an official worker
2.an office employer
3.a government worker

1.staff in the office
2.employer working for office
3.office staff

the same time
1.the same thing
2.in the meantime
3.same meantime

1.simultaneously
2.concurrently
3.meantime

5. Conclusion

The Paper has explored hierarchical translation model of multi-source fuzzy infor-
mation fusion. The model more conforms to translation process and source language
and target language generated by taking alignment as guidance have multi-source
fuzzy information. Not only word vector with total information has been taken
into consideration in the model and bilingual alignment information has been taken
into consideration in multi-source fuzzy information. 3 training modules have been
adopted in training; different target functions have been used for different modules,
which can better balance influence of each module and hierarchical pre-training, has
been adopted in no supervision part, so that each lay can train target function more
quickly. Training data have adopted typical bilingual training language materials
and have been filtered and test data have also adopted multiple-set data to reflect
effectiveness of the method. It is found out that scores of the method have exceeded
almost 1.84 BLEU scores compared with classic baseline system by experiment and
significance test has been implemented to prove statistics meaning of the method.
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